ABSTRACT

Job interview is important to know the characteristic of employees’ candidates. Due to this reason, LTE Cruise Ship offered a program about job interviews for cruise ships. This program was collaborated with a cruise ship agency, so, the students could be hired easily after graduation. This study aims to carry out the preparation of teaching of job interview program at LTE Cruise Pare Kediri, the teaching-learning process, the students’ response, and the evaluation. This study used a qualitative method. There are some instruments used to collect the data, they are; observation checklist, interview guide, and list of documents. This research reveals some findings related to the focus, they are; (1) the preparation of teaching job interview program at LTE Cruise was supported by syllabus and lesson plan based on the cruise ship agency, (2) the teaching-learning process consisted of 8 meetings for material and simulation, (3) the students give good respond because they feel help with the material to prepare their job interview in a cruise ship, and (4) the evaluation was done twice in the middle and final. Through this result, it was suggested that the manager could make the complete syllabus, the tutor could give warm-up before the material, the students suggest to do individual practice in arranging sentences, the readers to look for another course that over the material of job interview for cruise ship, and for the next researcher was suggested to look for unique courses about cruise ship in different English course.
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INTRODUCTION

English as an international language is needed in job area. The globalization era forces people to keep in touch with people from the different countries in any businesses such as job field. However, getting s job was not easy because people should pass some steps like job interview. Moreover, getting s job was not easy and the job vacancy cannot be found everyday. Yet, cruise ship agency still needed some professional workers that mastering English.

Since 2012, cruise ship industry have paid more attention to the training and education of cruise professionals, and in practice, they have paid more attention to cooperation and exchanges with international companies and institutions. Both cruise companies and institutions are beginning to realize that talent is fundamental to the development of cruise emerging industries. In line with this case, LTE Cruise has a solution that offer an English course to prepare the students before working in the cruise ship.
LTE Cruise is the institution that run on training and preparing the candidate of employees for cruise ship. It is the only one cruise ship course in Pare that offer training facility with international standard because it has relation with cruise ship agency. One of the preparation is program about job interview special for cruise ship is LTE Cruise. LTE Cruise has their uniqueness in serving the teaching for cruise and marine. It also does cooperation with some companies of cruise ship, so the students can be hired easily in the cruise ship after graduated.

This research was focused in reveal the preparation of teaching job interview for cruise ship at LTE Cruise Pare, the teaching process of job interview for cruise ship at LTE Cruise Pare, the students’ response of teaching job interview for cruise ship at LTE Cruise Pare, and the evaluation of teaching job interview for cruise ship at LTE Cruise Pare.

METHOD

The method was used descriptive qualitative study to analyze the data. The data was collected by using some instruments such as (1) observation checklist and field note to collect data through observation, (2) interview guide to collect the data through interview with informants, and (3) list of documents to get the data by analyzing the documents. The data sources in this study was the informants, they are the owner, the tutor, and three of students from job interview for cruise ship program. Those data was analyzed by using theory from Miles and Huberman (1994) as cited in Sugiyono (2014: 247-252) that consist of data reduction, data display, and verification. Then, those data was checked the credibility by using triangulation.

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This study revealed about the the preparation of teaching job interview program at LTE Cruise Pare, the teaching process of job interview program at LTE Cruise Pare, the students’ response of teaching job interview program at LTE Cruise Pare, and the evaluation of teaching job interview program at LTE Cruise Pare.

The first finding was about the preparation. To know the information about preparation, tutor and the owner was interviewed. In interview, they said that they prepare syllabus and lesson plan before the periode started. Through observation that was done, the owner has gotten syllabus from cruise ship agency. That syllabus had the list of material for job interview program in one periode. It can be concluded that the kind of syllabus is content-based syllabus. Krahnke (1987: 23) said that content based syllabus is used to teach some content or information using the language that the students are also learning. Based on this syllabus, tutor developed into the lesson plan in each unit. Not only from the syllabus, the lesson plan was based on the discussion with the students and what the students’ need. It means that the lesson plan in each periode would be different. The cause of this policy is the owner realize that the need of students in each periode was different. The way to teach them also should be different. The developing of the lesson plan was based on theory of Herbart (1766 – 1841) about five steps on lesson plan,
The second finding was about the teaching and learning process was done in one period and had done to be observed. The teaching process was opened by greeting the students and pray together. After that, tutor checked the attendance list. In whilst activity, tutor asked some questions of material that day, for example in the first meeting the material was asking students to do introduction. The material in one period was about introduction and education background, hometown and hobby, family verification, reviewing before middle test, position applied for, knowing the company, ship interest, and reviewing before final test. After knowing their answer, tutor showed the explanation through projector. LCD projector is one of the media by Ministry of National Education (2009:6) from the seven media has been mentioned. Then, the tutor gave general explanation about job interview and the way to answer it, the attitude to answer, and the description of questions will appear on job interview. Then, tutor asked students to read the related material in their handbook. After the session, tutor gave the time for question and answer. Then, he showed the video of related material. After the students understood the material, tutor asked them to do simulation with their friends in pair and vice versa. Simulation and question answer includin in free technique. During this practice, tutor checked the students one by one and gave correction if they do mistake. After the practice, tutor reviewed the material and closing the class.

The third finding was about students’ response. During the period, all students which consist of 8 male students were active to follow the class. It can be proved by the attendance list that they never miss the class during the period. They also always on time to attend the class. When the tutor asked the students to do the exercise or simulation, they would do that without complaining. It means that the students are serious and enthusiastic to follow the class. Their attitude in following teaching and learning process describing their intention to be hired in cruise ship. Then, from the students’ response through interview, can be concluded that the students was helped with this program because through this job interview program they can well prepared and face real job interview. It can be the best experience for them to feel the real job interview. The tutor also gave tips and trick, and also share his experience about job interview, so the students can learn more. The students also feel enthusiast when the tutor gave them feedback and did simulation.

The fourth finding was about the evaluation. Tutor evaluated the students twice in a period, in the middle at fifth meetings and in the last meeting. The evaluation was started at 07.00 a.m. The tutor opened the class by praying together and checking students’ attendance list. Before the evaluation, the tutor gave time to review the material and 15 minutes for students to study by themselves. After the students were ready, the tutor asked students one by one to get interview. For the first, the tutor asks students to introduce themselves. Then, the tutor gave some questions related to the material they had been learnt and the students answered it. The last was the tutor asked students’ motivation and goal to be hired in cruise ship. After all of the questions were done, the tutor gave review
of the students’ answer and performance. After all students finished the evaluation, the tutor gave general review. Then, the exam was finished and the class was closed by reciting hamdalah.

**CONCLUSION**

There were four conclusions of this research, they were: (1) The syllabus was included to the content based and the lesson plan was developed by tutor from the syllabus and depends on the students’ need. (2) Teaching learning process was done through giving material in each week. Those materials were implemented by giving simulation through traditional or face to face interview. Moreover, in teaching learning was using direct method and free technique named simulation. (3) The students have good respond in teaching and learning process because they need to be hired is passed the job interview. (4) The evaluation was done twice, at middle and final. There were some steps to be done by students in evaluation, they were; introducing themselves, answering interview questions, and gave their motivation and goal to be hired.

Based on this study, it was suggested that for the manager in arranging the syllabus completed with the structure, function, situation, topic, and skills. Then, the tutor should give warming up and develop the variation in learning, so the students would not being bored. For students, they should do more individual practice to arrange the sentence and prepare the answer, so when the questions were coming, they do not need to think the answer or arrange the sentence first. For the readers, it was suggested to look for the course of cruise ship that has relation with agency such as LTE Cruise. For the next researcher, it is suggested to look for unique courses about cruise ship from the material, the method, the technique or the strategy in teaching.
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